Diebold Nixdorf Showcases Visionary Self-Service and Checkout Solutions at NRF 2020: Retail’s Big
Show
January 8, 2020
Touchpoints enable flexible journeys and connected experiences for consumer and staff
NEW YORK and NORTH CANTON, Ohio – Diebold Nixdorf (NYSE: DBD), a global leader in driving connected commerce for the retail and banking
industries, will showcase the future of retail technology in booth #3200 at NRF 2020, Jan. 12-14 in New York. Experience the software-powered
solutions at the heart of Diebold Nixdorf’s Storevolution™ strategy designed to enable frictionless consumer and staff journeys -- from grocery through
fashion and specialty stores to the convenience and quick-service-restaurant (QSR) segments.
In this competitive and rapidly evolving climate, retailers must make every consumer connection point count by offering digitally-enhanced solutions
that meet changing demands and shopping habits. For example, with microtrips becoming more common across the retail spectrum, avoiding
extensive checkout processes will lead to reduced process costs and satisfy all types of shoppers.

Retailers can ensure short or non-existing checkout lines through self-checkout with Diebold Nixdorf’s EASY eXpress or
EASY SCO. Thanks to the open software platform VynamicTM Self-Checkout, these easy-to-integrate systems are flexible
enough to fit any retail environment.
Powerful and energy-efficient staffed POS checkout options, such as the new BEETLE A1150 all-in-one POS, feature a
space-saving design and make checkout highly reliable for all consumers.
Mobile handheld devices for store staff allow queue-busting and instant information retrieval regarding item availability,
sales prices and more. Maximize the impact of all mobile devices to ensure the best possible total cost of ownership (TCO)
with Mobility Solutions, powered by DN AllConnectSM Services for retail.
Retailers can offer augmented, personalized checkout experiences with the easy-to-install DN VynamicTM Checkout
Software that includes the management of the retailers’ loyalty program and centralized coupon handling, in addition to
expanding the functional POS scope with payment services supporting digital wallets and other future-oriented payment
types.
Other checkout solutions featured at the show include self-service terminals that facilitate transactions. Whether consumers are pre-ordering menu
items in QSRs or paying for game cards in entertainment venues these technologies automate the checkout process, which enhances overall
operations and drives better customer experiences for users.
Hermann Wimmer, senior vice president of global retail at Diebold Nixdorf, said: “The retail industry is in constant flux, and it is vital for retailers
to ensure they are providing consumers with the right technology to ensure the shopping journey is seamless. At Diebold Nixdorf, we are committed to
meeting our customers’ demands and ensuring that we offer integrated solutions that provide an efficient and personalized shopping experience – with
the potential to evolve.”
About Diebold Nixdorf
Diebold Nixdorf, Incorporated (NYSE: DBD) is a world leader in enabling connected commerce. We automate, digitize and transform the way people
bank and shop. As a partner to the majority of the world’s top 100 financial institutions and top 25 global retailers, our integrated solutions connect
digital and physical channels conveniently, securely and efficiently for millions of consumers each day. The company has a presence in more than 100
countries with approximately 23,000 employees worldwide. Visit www.DieboldNixdorf.com for more information.
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